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Room for personality
EBB & FLOW designs decorative lighting and crystal bowls. 
All glass and crystal is mouth-blown, hand-cut and hand- 
decorated, and our fabric shades sewn by hand.

All products are hand-built and finished in Denmark.  
A human process that creates high quality and unique products.

Striving to add personality to any space, all EBB & FLOW products 
come in a wide selection of colours and sizes. A collection of  
pendants, table lamps, floor lamps, wall lamps, surface lamps,  
and fabric lamp shades.



Luxurious fabrics, bringing  
softness, luxury & calmness

to your home



A wide collection of sizes,  
ranging from tall and narrow  
to short and wide







Mix & Match
Personality is key in interior design. The items we surround ourselves 
with are an expression of our personality, a way to show the world 
who we are.

Design your own lamp with our Mix & Match concept. A lamp  
that speaks your name and reflects your personality, a lamp that is 
genuinely you.

Choose your favourite table or floor lamp base in glass, crystal or 
brass, and pair it with a fabric shade from our wide collection of  
textiles in gorgeous colours and prints.

Your very own unique lamp that expresses your personality.







Fabrics
Our designer has curated a collection of beautiful fabrics in  
luxurious materials across a wide selection of colours and prints.  
Our own collection of glass, crystal and brass lamps needed  
something to play up to those hard materials. And what better  
than adding fabric to the collection?
 
The fabric shades add softness and balance to the glass and  
crystal designs. They can be used as pendants, or you can pair  
them with your favourite table or floor lamp base. Choose the  
fabric shade of your dreams and add personality to your home.
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